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that we could forestall any anxiety for our safety. We also sent out
innumerable general calls.
Then one day when we tried to crank the trail-set generator
with frozen bearings, we stripped a gear and put it out of action
for good. We could not get at it to repair the gear, because the
back of the generator was soldered on. Thus, when we finally
abandoned the Polar Star to hunt for Little America on foot, we
left the useless trail set with the plane, because of its weight. I may
also state that I have been asked many times why we did not use
the radio left at Admiral Byrd's old base. The answer is that we
were never able to locate any radio equipment there beyond reminis-
cent towers and dangling wires.
On November 24 we took off from Camp I at 17.03 G.C.T.,
which was shortly before noon, local time. The weather was fine,
though the horizon ahead looked thick. It was astonishing how
easily the Polar Star, lightened by the consumption of so much fuel,
got off this hard surface of snow—a swift breath-taking lunge of
fifty yards of so, and she was in the air. It was all the more remark-
able because of the altitude of the plateau—more than a mile above
sea-level.
This flight was to be short. The weather speedily thickened as
we drove westward, and at the end of thirty minutes we landed.
I was not sorry, being greatly disturbed about my navigation. I
fully realised the gravity of flying through a trackless continent
without an accurate knowledge of our position all the time. As
we again unloaded the plane and pitched our tent, I told Hollick-
Kenyon that here in Camp II we would remain until we fixed the
position beyond doubt
That resolution I was unable to keep, though for three days of
varying thick and clear weather we tried strenuously to get an
accurate observation. We took no less than thirty careful sun alti-
tudes. Nevertheless, in all thirty, each date, hour, and minute, when
reduced to position, gave a hopelessly large spread. Something
was radically wrong. After struggling with lines and figures for
three days and getting only a rough approximation of our where-
abouts, in great uncertainty we took of! once more in what we
hoped was the general direction of Little America.
The civil engineer may well ask why we did not study the sextant

